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Adobe Customer Care Virtual Assistant (6/21/20 1:37:45 PM BST): Hi. I am the Adobe Customer Care Virtual Assistant. 
Tell me what you need help with. I'll do my best to understand and find the right person to assist you.
Joanna (6/21/20 1:37:54 PM BST): talk to a person
Adobe Customer Care Virtual Assistant (6/21/20 1:37:57 PM BST): I will connect you with an agent. One moment.
** (6/21/20 1:37:57 PM BST): Connecting you with a specialist as soon as possible. **
** (6/21/20 1:38:15 PM BST): You are now connected to Rahul, who is reviewing your account. If you need to share 
sensitive information, such as credit card number, please wait for your agent to give you steps to share it securely. **
Joanna (6/21/20 1:38:37 PM BST): Rahul, has the glitch on your system been resolved, can you now see my account 
information?
Rahul (6/21/20 1:39:19 PM BST): Let me transfer you to an agent who can assist you better.
** (6/21/20 1:39:33 PM BST): You are now connected to Mukesh, who is reviewing your account. If you need to share 
sensitive information, such as credit card number, please wait for your agent to give you steps to share it securely. **
Joanna (6/21/20 1:39:44 PM BST): Mukesh, has the glitch on your system been resolved, can you now see my account 
information?
Mukesh (6/21/20 1:40:26 PM BST): Hello. I’ll be happy to assist you. What can I help you with today?
Joanna (6/21/20 1:40:31 PM BST): Rahul, has the glitch on your system been resolved, can you now see my account 
information?
Joanna (6/21/20 1:40:41 PM BST): Before wer go further are you systems working?
Joanna (6/21/20 1:40:55 PM BST): Because I keep going through 30 min of chat to be told there offline
Joanna (6/21/20 1:41:28 PM BST): please advise
Mukesh (6/21/20 1:41:59 PM BST): Yes, That is resolved. May I know what issue you are facing?
Joanna (6/21/20 1:42:18 PM BST): Interesting as i was only on chat 3 mins ago.
Joanna (6/21/20 1:44:00 PM BST): I have had an adobe stock account for a while, I got sent through an offer on my 
adobe stock account to reduce the price, I accepted ( obviously ) but then I have logged in today to see all my images 
have been taken away. The last chat advisor told me that I cancelled my account, this not the case I did not cancel. 
Please help
Mukesh (6/21/20 1:44:41 PM BST): How many images you had with you?
Joanna (6/21/20 1:44:51 PM BST): around 69. now I have 9
Joanna (6/21/20 1:45:52 PM BST): I explained to the last advisor that znowhere did it say I would lose my images, if I was 
aware of this I would have never taken the offer as I need to have a large surplus of images for work
Mukesh (6/21/20 1:47:46 PM BST): Let me transfer you to an agent who can assist you better.
** (6/21/20 1:47:54 PM BST): Connecting you with a specialist as soon as possible. **
** (6/21/20 1:47:57 PM BST): You are now connected to ASHISH, who is reviewing your account. If you need to share 
sensitive information, such as credit card number, please wait for your agent to give you steps to share it securely. **
Joanna (6/21/20 1:49:19 PM BST): ASHISH, your coleugue has informed me that the issue has been resolved, can you 
please look into this please, I am sure it is no coincidance that I am speaking with you again, I am sure you are all having 
a good laugh... but i need this resolved please
ASHISH (6/21/20 1:56:11 PM BST): Hello, I'll be happy to assist you with an information as you need help to know about 
available license in your account so as I can see in your account that you previously had Adobe Stock – 10 assets a 
month for which we didn't received payment after March month and you got plan chnage in yoru account to have new 
Adobe Stock – 10 assets a month subscription in May month so as per plan terms and conditions you have proper 
number of available license in your account. Apologies for delay in response.
Joanna (6/21/20 1:58:23 PM BST): No Ashish! I have never missed a payment, please check again. The account was up to 
date. A new account has been created after the offer was accepted, but no where did it say I would lose my exisiting 
assetts. Nor would i have any reasonable idea to think it would, after all its the same account and stated nowhere. 
Please advise.



ASHISH (6/21/20 2:03:11 PM BST): I am escalating this for further checking to our higher department and once our 
higher department gets any updated then you will be notified by our team via mail on your registered email address.
Joanna (6/21/20 2:03:44 PM BST): ta
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